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Hi, I just started playing on vanilla because I'm disappointed with the current wow. I've always played melees and want to try the magician. What are your balancing tricks &amp; tips? Page 2 13 comments youtube.com/watch?...Page 2youtube.com/watch?... youtube.com/watch?...Page 2youtube.com/watch?... Page
2Salted byu/[deleted]1 year ago 17 comments imgur.com/galler...Page 2imgur.com/galler... Hey everyone, as the title suggests, I'm currently looking for an AOE alignment guide for my magician for the upcoming classic edition. I know how to grind AOE, but I'm not sure what good procedure AOE places looks like as a
horde of mages (undead). Does anyone have any suggestions online resources that could help me with this? In addition, can anyone recommend what professions are most suitable for this style of balancing AOE? Thanks for any help you can offer! Page 2 32 comments I'm looking for a fire mage alignment guide, but it
just seems to find freezing guides. I'm well aware the frost is a spec take on leveling and probably game over, but I think I'd like to fire more (and like to be a bit unique). So anyone with valid links? Page 2 5 comments I watched a few videos of classic geeks and decided to give it a chance. Just dinged level 16 and I'll be
honest I suck at the solo alignment mage. Can't get aoe grinding down and these kill quests in Westfall are absolute toil. Any tips would be sincerely appreciated, otherwise it's back to tank grinding for me
I'm only 35 years old, but am I wrong when I'm coping like a mysterious magician? All I've encountered are
freezing mages and LKE 1 fire mages. Did people breathe once in their 60s? or is the frost just going? I plan to go into the fire after I max mysterious after 40. What are you all doing? I know my PCB is not the worst, but not the best even when in the dungeon through a recount. My mana keep is nice and now I can throw
a big spell without being oom as fast as the others. Let's know what you're doing and why. Page 2 32 comments I just hit 25. I know so many say go to freezing and do AOE alignment, but it doesn't work for me. I don't think I'm skilled enough to do what I'm not sure about, or maybe I'm just in the wrong places. I still use
Farmall for most of my damage, although I fully expect frost. Should I change and go into the fire, or should I continue with the freezing spec? Page 2 23 comments
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